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Chapter 4: 

Hamlet , Revenged: Reckoning Narrative, Narrating Investigation 

 

The project of rightly knowing and effectively telling in revenge tragedies and history plays 

requires an ongoing negotiation between individual experience and public narratives. A character 

must re-frame and re-form what he knows directly in order to produce a narrative shape accessible 

to those at a distance from direct experience. As I have argued in the previous chapters, the process 

of constructing narrative in these plays is a method of managing contested knowledge, and my 

investigation has used these literary examples of early modern history and revenge as cases for 

examining how characters reckon their knowledge of those events. The tales told about the central 

events of these plays are subject to evidential testing and rhetorical manipulation, as the characters—

both those directly involved and those for whom the events occur at an emotional and geographic 

distance—grapple with how accurately they can know what happened. Knowledge of events and 

experience modifies the empirical environments of these plays, making the rhetorical representation 

of actions epistemologically shaky until a narrative that has been tested and confirmed can stabilize 

them. In the previous chapters, I have contended that the narrative shape is determined by 

establishing what counts as a fact (Chapter 1), that establishing a coherent narrative of intentional 

action makes that action intelligible to others (Chapter 2), and that an objective approach to personal 

experience can transform that experience into stable, public narratives through the use of accounting 

as a rhetorical method of information management (Chapter 3).  

I turn now to Hamlet, a play that approaches the problem of knowledge posed in the 

previous plays by taking a metadramatic approach to imposing a linear narrative structure on the 

recursive movement of grief and revenge. Hamlet investigates how narrative makes action possible 

by considering how experience is transformed into narrative; in fact, the play reveals that that 
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process is identical to what we call plot. The plays that make up the generic line of revenge and 

history are concerned with how characters produce knowledge out of experience. Hamlet pushes this 

a step further to investigate how drama itself makes this transformation possible.  

In Hamlet, action depends on the possibility of certain knowledge rather than contingent 

knowledge, and what looks like inaction on the part of Hamlet himself is actually an active project of 

detection and narrative construction. Action is at the heart of drama, and Hamlet builds on the 

epistemological structures of the plays that precede it to present a form of narrative that is not only 

active but that makes possible the knowing and telling of future action. Hamlet establishes an 

empirical environment where evidence must be reckoned both on its own as well as in light of its 

source. The play also establishes a rhetorical environment where characters test stories built from 

that evidence against the action those stories justify and motivate. Shakespeare uses these 

environments to integrate both knowing and telling into a single dramatic expression. Hamlet builds 

on the plays that precede it in its use of the category of fact, the ambiguity of individual motive, and 

the possibilities of objectivity. In this play, as in those considered in the first three chapters, revenge 

and history do not stand separate from each other; Hamlet’s revenge is an essential aspect of the 

future history of Denmark. What will be known and what will be told about this historical moment 

can neither be known nor told without an understanding of how we know and how we tell our own 

past. In addition, the play emphasizes how much that knowing and telling is a unique quality of the 

dramatic form, where representation encompasses both the verbal and the visual. 

The ability to account for one’s own experience is crucial to both the living and the dead in 

this play. In giving the details of Old Hamlet’s death, the figure identified as the Ghost laments that, 

“Unhouseled, disappointed, unaneled, / No reckoning made, but sent to my account / With all my 
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imperfections on my head. / O horrible o horrible, most horrible!” (1.5.77-80)1 The horror of being 

divinely judged without first being able to atone for one’s sins is articulated in language makes clear 

that part of this horror is the inability to tell those sins in a way that properly represents them. The 

technical terms of religious absolution supplement a desire for reckoning one’s experiential 

accounts, which is a nod to the project of revenge itself, as the dead must be both reckoned with 

and reckoned for. The act of reckoning encompasses counting, calculating, listing, answering, 

settling, planning, concluding, and telling—the rough shape of the epistemological and narrative 

project of the play.  

Hamlet the play moves away from the general structure of practical knowledge seen in the 

previous chapters, a structure that is based on collecting evidence, evaluating the truth-value of that 

evidence, and acting based on the authorized narrative that compiles that evidence into a linear 

depiction of actions. The play instead presents an alternative method of justifying action that 

depends on producing a narrative of self and events that prospectively coincides with a specific 

course of action. Characters in this play produce the narratives of their own experience in advance 

of action, allowing for the individual to position himself in relation to both cause and effect. The 

plotting of Hamlet the character engages in does not just plan for future action; it makes that action 

possible through rhetorical rehearsal.  

Hamlet’s struggle to justify action begins with the internal action of memory:  

                                                 

1 All citations from the Arden Third Series, edited by Neil Taylor and Ann Thompson 
(London: Arden Shakespeare, 2006), which presents the Second Quarto (1604-05) with Folio-only 
lines appended in the notes. I prefer the Q2 text in my argument primarily for its capaciousness; its 
length provides more space for the kinds of recursive and reckoning work of narrative with which I 
am most concerned. For this quotation from the Ghost, the 1623 text adds the third “O horrible” 
and supplants “sent unto my grave” with “sent to my account,” but “account” is present in the 1603 
text as “my accounts and sins,” which preserves the sense of both “experiences” and “explanations 
[for].” 
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Remember thee?  

Aye, thou poor ghost, whiles memory holds a seat 

In this distracted globe. Remember thee?  

Yea, from the table of my memory 

I’ll wipe away all trivial fond records, 

All saws of books, all forms, all pressures past 

That youth and observation copied there 

And thy commandment all alone shall live  

Within the book and volume of my brain 

Unmixed with baser matter.  

      (1.5.95-104)   

The action of memory is situated in relation to a sequence of “trivial fond records” that must be 

replaced by new information. This new memory is immediately related to a spatial metaphor of the 

interior of Hamlet’s head as a globe. In order to reckon with the past, Hamlet the character as well 

as Hamlet the play must engage directly with the available technologies of memory. The physical 

object of Hamlet’s “table of [his] memory” has been persuasively excavated from contemporary 

accounts.2 I focus, however, on the mnemonic techniques prescribed by the genre of memory 

manuals, popular during the 15th and 16th centuries;3 these techniques are key to the process by 

                                                 

2 Peter Stallybrass, Roger Chartier, J. Franklin Mowery, Heather Wolfe, “Hamlet's Tables and 
the Technologies of Writing in Renaissance England,” Shakespeare Quarterly, 55:4 (2004), 379-419. 

3 The definitive study of the history of technologies of memory is Frances A. Yates’s The Art 
of Memory (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1966, 1974). Her chapter “The Memory Treatises” covers 
the sources and dissemination of the models of memory, including “long lists of objects, often 
beginning with a ‘paternoster’ and followed by familiar objects, such as an anvil, a helmet, a lantern, 
a tripod, and so on” (107). These “corporeal similitudes” (108) grow out of a medieval tradition that 
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which Hamlet collects and organizes the material of his remembrance. The mnemonic techniques 

prescribed by these manuals rely heavily on strict organizational arrangements of information; 

knowing the order of things allows one both to construct memory and to know where one has been 

in both a conceptual and a spatial capacity. These manuals insist on maintaining proper order in 

placing objects in one’s memory, and they conceive of memory as a reproduction of the 

remembered object. The play’s attention to, and anxiety about, sequence and similitude are a direct 

response to these issues as raised in the memory arts.  

Hamlet’s memory is, first and foremost, an active process. Commanded to “Remember!” by 

the figure that looks like his dead father, Hamlet must move forward in action in order to reflect 

properly on the past. The 1562 English translation of Guglielmo Gratarolo’s The Castel of Memorie by 

William Fullwood distinguishes memory and remembering as distinct effects of the “actes of 

Memoration,” establishing the “Memoratyue” mode as different from “Remembraunce.”4 The 

distinction of terms explains that  

Remembraunce perteyneth to those thinges whiche we haue forgotten, and is the 

offyce of the extymatyue or cogitatyue vertue, not principally of the Memoratyue …  

or you may name that faculty to be the minde and vnderstandinge as Themistius 

ssythe: because there is no power or facultie perceiued to wander about, but ye 

vnderstanding. And this wtout ye presence of ye obiecte is onely in Man: for with the 

presence of the obiect it is also founde in brute Beastes, as Aristotle hath assented, 

                                                 

also includes architectural figures for memory. Mary Carruthers’s chapter on cognitive images in The 
Craft of Thought: Meditation, Rhetoric, and the Making of Images, 400-1200 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 
1998) offers a more specific account of how language and the visual/spatial techniques of memory 
work together. 

4 Guglielmo Gratarolo, The Castel of Memorie, trans. William Fullwood (London: Rouland Hall, 
1562), Chapter 6. 
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and as it euidentlye apearethe in a Greyhounde or Spayniel: and it is called the 

phantasticall sence.5  

Remembrance requires the mind to estimate or guess at the missing object. This estimation leads to 

a necessary evaluation of that estimation that makes remembering a more intellectually challenging 

project than simple memory, which is presented as having more to do with properly placing objects 

in order: “But Memorye is a retaynyng of the Images or symilitudes first perceyued of the soule, the 

which neuertheles is vnprofytable except it both retayne all, and also restore theym in the same order 

wherein it conceyued theym.”6 Placing the “Images or symilitudes” of the object into one’s memory 

requires both an immediate act of representation as well as an understanding of the linear 

relationships between the events to which those images correspond.  

In this construction, Memory consists of ordered images, while remembrance surveys the 

shape of memory and fills in the gaps with educated guesses. The orderly reproduction that results 

from either must take the form of a narrative, an account of past action and experience that relies on 

the pressure of the sequence to justify the “phantasticall” interventions. The use of such a technique 

in constructing personal history seems sensible; the individual uses his own “cogitatyue vertue” to 

supplement the forgotten spaces in his story. But how does such cogitative virtue work for events 

beyond one’s own experience? How does one remember another’s past? When the Ghost demands 

that Hamlet “Remember me,” what is it that has been or may be forgotten? And how are those gaps 

to be filled? 

The nexus of knowing and telling occurs, in this play, at the point of memory. Gratarolo 

declares that “Memorye dothe alwayes goe before Remembraunce: for a man can not Remember 

excepte those thinges whereof he hathe the Memorye. Also thys is graunted to manye lyuynge 

                                                 

5 Gratarolo, Chapter 6. 
6 Gratarolo, Chapter 6. 
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thynges, but that onelye to men: for syth that to remember is as it were to argue perfitlye, that is to 

procede from knowen to vnknowe~, therfore it appertaineth to man.” The problem for Hamlet, 

though, is that he’s being asked to remember exactly those things of which he cannot have the 

memory. He must first gather the images, the similitudes of the memories he’s trying to grasp. Only 

then can he begin to find the proper order. The first part of Hamlet’s project is one of detecting and 

discovering evidence; the second requires the production of multiple prospective narratives before 

he can settle on the proper account of past and future action. 

 
Reckoning Place and Time: Hamlet and Memory 

 
Hamlet’s engagement with the common structure of history and memory, presented by 

Gertrude as a way of understanding his grief, reveals that it is not an apt analogy for his particular 

situation:  

QUEEN:  Thou know’st ’tis common: all that lives must die, 

 Passing through nature to eternity. 

HAMLET:  Ay, madam, it is common. 

QUEEN: If it be,   

  
Why seems it so particular with thee? 
      (1.2.72-75)  

The common, empirical knowledge that “all that lives must die” cannot occupy the same emotional 

space as the particular response of Hamlet to a particular death. The platitude Gertrude offers of the 

cycle of life and death cannot, for Hamlet, represent his own personal experience with life and 

death. He rejects the possibility of an objective example that represents not the individual case but 
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the general category.7 Rather, Hamlet is struggling to produce a particular, personal story that 

accounts for his particular, personal experience.  

Revenge action, however, requires more than personal experience to justify it. The generic 

revenger must, as seen in previous chapters, collect objective evidence that supports his action. He 

must then test that evidence and construct a narrative from it. For Hamlet, the delay that looks like 

either a lack of effective action or a surfeit of distracted chatter is, in fact, filled with his attempts to 

narrate personal experience as a true account of events. This account of experience can, if well and 

accurately constructed, provide a compelling plan for future action. Aligning account and action is a 

process of identifying like terms and understanding similar structures.  

The first Act of Hamlet provides all necessary information for both the audience and Hamlet 

to justify revenge against Claudius; as Linda Charnes puts it, “Hamlet now has ‘the facts,’ at least as 

insofar as he knows that Claudius has committed regicide, fratricide, usurpation, and ‘damnèd 

incest.’”8 The facts Hamlet has are statements of particular events, testified to by a witness. This 

particularity is essential to using these facts to construct a stable narrative. As Barbara Shapiro 

explains, “it is important to note that, in law, facts involved particulars, that is singular events, deeds, 

or actions. […] Legal usage then referred to particular instances not general experience.”9 The events 

are particular and Hamlet’s action must be equally particularized; his action needs to be grounded in 

the facts of the incident that incites his action.  

                                                 

7 For more on the early modern approach to objectivity through this kind of truth-in-nature 
example, see Chapter 3.  

8 Linda Charnes, “Dismember Me: Shakespeare, Paranoia, and the Logic of Mass Culture,” 
Shakespeare Quarterly 48 (1997), 5. “Fact” in Charnes’ scheme here draws on the kinds of facts 
produced in a forensic setting, which I examine in Chapter 1 in relation to The Spanish Tragedy and 
Barbara Shapiro’s analysis of the concept of “fact” in legal testimony. 

9 Barbara Shapiro, “The Concept ‘Fact’: Legal Origins and Cultural Diffusions,” Albion 26:1 
(Spring 1994), 230. 
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Simply having these facts, though, is not enough. Even when in possession of the facts of 

his father’s death, though, Hamlet is still unable to either plot or emplot himself. Whatever narrative 

he can construct is not yet one on which he can base action, nor can he place himself in a narrative 

moment. Hamlet struggles with the possibilities of knowledge and narrative because he is stuck in a 

temporally disrupted emotional state. In this state, knowledge of the facts alone is not enough to 

produce a clear vision of individual action and progress:  

Incapable of narrativizing himself, of finding his place in the story, Hamlet literally 

“lack[s] advancement” (3.2.322). “The time is out of joint,” he says, “O cursed spite, 

/ That ever I was born to set it right!” (1.5.196-97). The shift from the classical to 

the noir universe instantiates a vertiginous jolt out of the sequential and into the 

synchronic. Within this multiplicious miasma in which time cannot be accounted for, 

the whole meaning of solving a crime changes.10  

Hamlet’s inability to advance is not entirely the product of Claudius’s claiming of the throne; his 

own insistence on revisiting the site of his grief also works to suspend him in time. Charnes 

positions Hamlet in a temporal space that is not linear but simultaneous. The synchronic space she 

identifies lumps together past events and future possibilities, making the main project of the play 

putting time back into joint and re-establishing a sequential progression of events. “Solving” the 

                                                 

10 Charnes, 6. I am here extracting the epistemological and generic issues from Charnes’s 
larger argument about the Lacanian position of self, other, and symbol in the play. She begins her 
essay by proposing that: “both forms [classic and noir detective fiction], I wish to argue, descend 
from a single, even earlier genre: the revenge tragedy, a form of drama in which a revenger/detective 
discovers that a crime has been committed (usually but not always against a father figure), uncovers 
the details, and sets out to bring the offender to justice … The classical revenge play … tends to 
offer a logic-and-deduction rationale that, no matter how violent or passionate, ultimately seeks to 
restore an ethical system based on structural checks and balances”(3). This genealogical link between 
the processes of the literary detective and those of the Elizabethan revenger make up the conceptual 
background of my own investigation of the structures of knowledge that occupy the delay between 
instigating event and violent culminating action. 
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crime requires more than just finding out who did what. Hamlet’s challenge is to find the proper way 

to tell the story of both the crime and his investigation. Hamlet must test the facts—that is, the 

particular account of particular events—for accuracy before he can put them together into a 

particular, stable narrative both of what has happened and what will happen in response. The play 

stages this project in multiple encounters with uncertainty, ambiguity, and the struggle to reconcile 

them with a stable account. 

In trying “to argue perfitlye, that is to procede from knowen to vnknowen,” in the language 

of the memory manual,11 Hamlet is unable to place objects in the proper order in his memory. Such 

placement is difficult when the temporal frame is unstable; even the time frame of Old Hamlet’s 

death is subject to uncertainty. The narrative Hamlet attempts to construct around his father’s death 

is subjective and impressionistic rather than objective and precise:  

But two months dead—nay, not so much, not two— 

… 

Must I remember? Why, she would hang on him  

As if increase of appetite had grown  

By what it fed on; and yet, within a month— 

Let me not think on’t!—Frailty, thy name is woman— 

A little month, or ere those shoes were old  

With which she follow’d my poor father’s body  

Like Niobe, all tears—why, she— 

O God! a beast that wants discourse of reason  

Would have mourn’d longer—married with my uncle,  

                                                 

11 Gratarolo, Chapter 6. 
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My father’s brother—but no more like my father  

Than I to Hercules. Within a month,  

Ere yet the salt of most unrighteous tears  

Had left the flushing in her galled eyes,  

She married—O, most wicked speed! To post  

With such dexterity to incestuous sheets!  

It is not, nor it cannot come to good.  

But break my heart, for I must hold my tongue!  

      (138-159, emphasis mine) 

Hamlet’s grief produces a circular logic that recedes from temporal progression. “But two months 

dead,” “A little month,” “Within a month” all describe the same event and the same emotional 

location for Hamlet. The oscillation between refusing knowledge (in the italicized phrases) and 

articulating an account of definite events illustrates how impossibly stuck in his moment Hamlet is.12 

The imperative clauses and their blunt, forceful verbs—must, let me not—are set against a narrative 

that straddles the central event of old Hamlet’s death. Gertrude “would hang on him,” but then 

“post[ed] / With such dexterity to incestuous sheets.” Her change of husbands occurs “within a 

month,” a phrase repeated twice and which implies not only a hasty wedding but also containment 

within that month. Hamlet’s account of the recent past is trapped within that “little month.” 

The sequential progression of memory allows the mind to return to the remembered 

moment, to revisit the story of the past. A badly ordered memory, however, short-circuits that 

process and blunts the effectiveness of the story. Gratarolo’s Castel of Memorie explains the proper 

conceptual and narrative order of memory: 

                                                 

12 The copious em-dashes and exclamation points of Thompson and Taylor’s Arden edition 
further heighten the subjective and almost frantic tone of the passage. 
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The firste precepte is, of the order and consequence of suche things as are to be 

remembred: for when we haue learned anye thynge orderlye being ioyned together 

with a certayn connexion and copulacion, thoughe we forget the same, yet the order 

beinge repeated ouer, we shall easelye remember it againe: for the antecedent being 

knowen, we shall easelye be brought into the consequent, and shall finde that which 

was loste. And therfore a certaine Philosopher saith right well. That suche thinges as 

be well set together in order, are easy to be remembred: but they that be yll, are 

difficultlye called againe into the Memorie. For we doe easely expresse or declare 

things that haue ben done when they be placed in the same order wherein they be 

donne: for looke what effycacye thinges that are done haue one towardes another: 

euen ye lyke haue they in mouinge and styrring vp the minde.13 

Gratarolo’s instructions for memory techniques emphasize the order of the memory, the “certain 

connexion and copulacion” that holds together the narrative even when the conceptual connections 

are hazy. Hamlet’s temporal instability denies him the “effycacye [that] thinges that are done haue 

one towardes another.” The events are so disordered that proper remembrance cannot fill in the 

gaps with educated guesses or estimations. Even the actual events that should make up the orderly 

memory of Hamlet’s grief cede precedence to the emotional valence of his experience, which is an 

emotional, imaginative context rather than a memorial, narrative one. A history without stability is 

no history at all. Hamlet is unable to reckon at all, let alone reckon the dead. 

Hamlet does attempt to reckon the dead, however, and his first attempt is to tell the story of 

the Ghost and his command. Hamlet mistakes estimation for a reliance on the general category and 

he thus loses the evidential value of the particular:  

                                                 

13 Fullwood, “Preceptse of Remembraunce.” 
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HAMLET:  There’s never a villain dwelling in all Denmark 

 But he’s an arrant knave. 

HORATIO:  There needs no ghost, my lord, come from the grave 

 To tell us this. 

      (1.5.129-132) 

Instead of a narrative of cause and action, Hamlet produces an empty maxim that Horatio 

recognizes as next-to-useless. The construction is one of negative syntax, undoing the statement 

even as it is made, removing information rather than producing it. These kinds of inverted 

expectations are an ongoing problem in the process of narrating lived experience, both for those 

within the play and those viewing it. As Stephen Booth argues in his investigation of “value” in the 

play, the ability of the audience to remain “undisturbed by a nearly endless supply of … 

inconsistencies in itself and in the play” is essential to one’s experience of the play.14 Booth’s first 

example is of the audience’s acceptance of Hamlet’s distrust of “seems” at 1.2 and its later delight in 

Hamlet’s feigned “antic disposition” (1.5.170). This first example aligns sameness and self-

identicality with likeness—a central concern from the very beginning of the play—in the early 

encounters with the Ghost.  

 
Reckoning Like with Same: Hamlet and the Ghost 
 

Hamlet articulates the problem between likeness and sameness as being primarily between 

the actual object and the image of the object placed in his memory.  The likeness and sameness that 

Hamlet encounters are echoes of the logic of substitution at work in Titus Andronicus. In 

Shakespeare’s earlier play, the interchangeability of individuals and motives made it impossible to 

                                                 

14 Stephen Booth “On the Value of Hamlet,” Critical Essays on Shakespeare’s Hamlet, ed. David 
Scott Kastan (New York: G.K. Hall, 1995), 30. 
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identify a single, accurate account. Hamlet is rightly suspicious of the like object, as it threatens to 

displace the actual object both in his memory and in his narrative. The further complication, though, 

is that Hamlet also recognizes that he must function in a world of representation, where practical 

action can be based on likeness. The process of memory requires that Hamlet trust the like object to 

have an accurate relationship to the represented object. His task, then, is to find a way to standardize 

that relationship so that it reflects his personal experience of grief.  

Opening with the query “Who’s there?” from a watchman who is immediately challenged —

“Nay, answer me”—the play stages inquiry and resistance as primary concerns, as well as the 

struggle with identity and identification (1.1.1, 2). The play begins by trying to interpret individual 

experience and test it against how it can be told in order to resolve the confused relations between 

doubt and belief, perception and reality. Marcellus complains that  

Horatio says ’tis but our fantasy 

And will not let belief take hold of him 

Touching this dreaded sight twice seen of us. 

Therefore I have entreated him along 

With us to watch the minutes of this night 

That, if again this apparition come, 

He may approve our eyes and speak to it. 

      (22-28) 

“Fantasy” carries with it both the suggestion of unreality and the physical perception of the unreal 

object.15 The triad of “fantasy,” “belief,” and “approve” track the movement from experience to 

narrative: perceived, tested, and conveyed. If Horatio can perceive the same experience as the 

                                                 

15 OED Online, s.v. “fantasy, phantasy (n.).” 
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watchmen, he can “approve” the experience for all of them, both endorsing and displaying through 

his skill in speaking to and about the Ghost. “Approve” here works like “confirm” but carries with it 

a hint of the now-obsolete meaning of “To find by experience, to experience.”16 “Approve” also 

echoes the beginning of “apparition,” linking the result of the experience with the object of it.  

What follows is a telling of the watchmen’s experience that is immediately interrupted. 

Booth notes that, “The interrupting action is not a simple interruption. The description is 

interrupted by a repetition of the action described.”17 Both the characters and the audience now see 

instead of hear just what Barnardo was on the verge of narrating. Action disrupts its own account 

here, replacing the telling with a direct experience that will have to be re-incorporated later into a 

more full telling. The experience presents itself as immediate and unmediated, as opposed to a verbal 

account that is like the experience. Booth uses this moment, along with the next interruption by the 

Ghost at line 125, to illustrate how “the first scene provides a type of the whole,”18 as the movement 

from digression to action to digression to action is played out again and again in the course of the 

play. The remainder of the act is spent figuring out how to engage and mediate that experience so it 

can be conveyed to others.  

The play’s audience is, in addition to the microcosm that Booth identifies, also being given a 

tutorial on likeness and sameness. Narratives that make action possible build upon previous 

narratives, and aligning what has been proven through those narratives with new, unverified 

information is the process by which these new narratives are stabilized. Constructing a narrative that 

                                                 

16 OED Online, s.v. “approve (v.),” def. II.9. “Approver” is also a term for an informant, as 
discussed in Chapter 1, which further supports this alignment of “approving” with personal 
testimony.  

17 Booth, 22. 
18 Booth, 23. 
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enables action based upon it requires a clear understanding of how likeness and sameness create 

connections between different experiences.  

Where earlier plays investigated the means of proving narrative of the inciting event, Hamlet 

proposes a means for moving knowledge forward, both chronologically and philosophically, from 

that initial event that sparks the revenge impulse and grounds the historical narrative. Booth’s close 

reading identifies “words, sounds, and substance echoed later.”19 Indeed, the play constantly repeats 

itself, looping back to earlier descriptions and phrases. In doing so, though, more is accomplished 

than just establishing a semantic structure for the play. The very structure of likeness and sameness 

is being interrogated and manipulated through this rhetorical framework in order to identify the 

points where new narrative can build on existing knowledge.  

The skepticism that prompts investigation and discovery in the revenge tragedies and history 

plays considered in previous chapters is, at its heart, a pragmatic skepticism that is most useful in 

identifying the practical flaws in the stories being told so that those flaws can be patched with a 

cohesive narrative. Hieronimo suspects his evidence only up to the point where it is testable. Titus 

verifies his representation of experience against the multiple ways it can be told. They both rely on 

the implicit cause and effect of the logic of revenge to stabilize their understanding of experience. 

The historical figures surrounding Edward II and Henry VI confront a crisis of knowledge at exactly 

the point that their own narrative reality no longer coincides with the larger historical account. 

Hamlet, the character, begins from a similar pragmatic skepticism; he questions experience in order 

to explain the past and to motivate future action. But the repeated structures of likeness and 

sameness in the play open to a more radical skepticism in which the possibility of knowing enough 

to act gives way to the anxiety of not knowing enough to know anything. If likeness becomes an 

                                                 

19 Booth, 23. 
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unstable category upon which to build comparative knowledge, the logical scaffolding of both 

knowing and telling are at risk of collapse.  

The first appearance of the figure the play calls the Ghost elicits a response from Horation 

that establishes the play’s relationship to likeness and truth. Barnardo prompts Horatio’s own 

hesitation in accepting the veracity of his perceptions, describing the Ghost as “In the same figure 

like the King that’s dead. /… / Looks ’a not like the king? Mark it, Horatio” (1.1.40-43, emphasis 

mine). The cognitive gap opened by the a figure being both the same as and like itself forces Horatio 

to oscillate between knowing and doubting likeness and similitude, between what he knows of the 

old king and the new thing he now sees. He first qualifies the similarity, calling the Ghost “Most 

like” old Hamlet, then approves by direct perception: “Before my God, I might not this believe / 

Without the sensible and true avouch / Of mine own eyes” (47, 59-61). The connection between 

“like” and “believe” is couched, again, in negative syntax, presenting information while 

simultaneously doubting it.  

Horatio confirms his belief by positing the conditions of disbelief, in a paradox that again 

exceeds the “inconsistencies” cataloged by Booth’s argument. Horatio’s practical skepticism, here 

working as doubt that confirms belief, persists through the rest of his thoughts about the status of 

the Ghost.  

MARCELLUS: Is it not like the King? 

HORATIO:  As thou art to thyself. 

 Such was the very armour he had on 

 When the ambitious Norway combated. 

 So frowned he once, when in an angry parle 

 He smote the sledded Polacks on the ice. 

 ’Tis strange. 
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      (1.1.57-63) 

This unknown, familiar figure is “like the King … As thou art to thyself,” but the description of the 

Ghost’s appearance begins with “Such was” and continues to “So frowned he once,” extending 

comparisons rather than emphasizing identicality. History, in the story of Old Hamlet’s combat with 

Norway, should be a stable reference point, existing as a stable historical fact, but is undermined by 

the necessary non-identicality of Horatio’s “such was.” Ostensibly an adverb marking the extent of 

sameness, “such” is also a demonstrative pronoun here, as Horatio gestures verbally to the visual 

object of the Ghost. What should be a measurement of likeness is simultaneously a marker of a 

visual echo. Concluding with “’Tis strange” increases the distance between like and same, as the 

thing that looks like the old king is also foreign, alien, other.  

In this environment of testing new information against established likeness, the stories told 

by the active participants in the encounter are constantly subject to interruption and digression (such 

as Horatio’s long, expository narrative of Denmark’s recent military engagement with Norway). The 

conceptual gap between like and same undermines direct, demonstrative declarations. In describing 

the apparition on the battlements to Hamlet, Horatio’s normally precise language becomes tangled 

in apparent synonyms:  

HORATIO:  My lord, I think I saw him yesternight 

HAMLET:  Saw, who? 

HORATIO: My lord, the King, your father. 

      (1.2.188-89) 

The three identifying phrases in Horatio’s description should point toward Hamlet in one instance 

(“my lord”) and the Ghost in the other two (“the King, your father”), but in effect the antecedent is 

unclear. If the Ghost is the ghost of Old Hamlet, “my lord” would as easily apply to it as to Hamlet. 

In attempting to clarify the object of his discourse, Horatio introduces ambiguity into his narrative.  
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Horatio further removes his own experiential authority from consideration as he continues 

his description. He allows the reports of Marcellus and Barnardo the same practical authority as his 

own experience: 

Two nights together had these gentlemen, 

Marcellus and Barnardo on their watch 

In the dead vast and middle of the night 

Been thus encountered: a figure like your father, 

Armed at point, exactly cap-a-pe, 

Appears before them and with solemn march  

Goes slow and stately by them: thrice he walk’d 

By their oppress’d and fear-surprised eyes, 

Within his truncheon’s length, whilst they, distilled 

Almost to jelly with the act of fear, 

Stand dumb and speak not to him. This to me  

In dreadful secrecy impart they did, 

And I with them the third night kept the watch 

Where, as they had delivered, both in time, 

Form of the thing, each word made true and good, 

The apparition comes. I knew your father,  

These hands are not more like.  

      (195-211) 

Instead of validating the guards’ experience with his own witness, Horatio’s narrative structure 

lessens the effect of this encounter. Their account is proven “true and good,” but it is no clearer 

what to make of “the thing.” The inverted structure of how they conveyed this information to 
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Horatio—“This to me … impart they did”—mimics the way Horatio buries the import of his 

experience in his own account. 

If one is to know by knowing—that is, if one identifies new concepts by reference to known 

ones—likeness must relate to sameness reliably. In Horatio’s report, though, likeness enforces 

distance between known thing and unknown thing by distinguishing between likeness and sameness. 

The distance between the known old king and the unknown apparition echoes that between 

Claudius and his deceased brother, which is the crux of Hamlet’s later rebuke of Gertrude for not 

properly distinguishing between them: “This was your husband. Look you now what follows: / Here 

is your husband like a mildewed ear / Blasting his wholesome brother. Have you eyes?” (III.iv.61-

63). Eric Levy’s reading of how meaning is made in the play posits that, “the conceptual scheme 

which both the Ghost and Hamlet apply to Gertrude’s two husbands is founded on the notion of 

contradiction. Each husband lacks what the other has and vice versa. There is no place here for a 

sharing of the same attributes in differing degrees.”20 Likeness between the brothers is not a marker 

of sameness but of disparity and degree, and one cannot identify difference based on personal 

experience of likeness—“Have you eyes?”  

If likeness cannot be used to identify known objects, how can difference be effective in 

pursuit of the same epistemological project? Levy claims that “Hamlet eventually reaches a new 

conceptual scheme wherein opposite attributes are no longer irreconcilable contraries, but can co-

exist in varying degrees in the same person,”21 which seems to echo Booth’s conclusion that 

accepting paradox is a necessary step in the audience’s experience of the play. Levy further argues 

that,  

                                                 

20 Eric P. Levy, “‘In Our Circumstance and Course of Thought’: The Problematics of 
Conceptual Scheme in Hamlet,” Modern Language Study 32:2 (Autumn 2001), 100. 

21 Levy, 101. 
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Hamlet tends toward a conceptual scheme in which truth is not exclusive, but all-

embracing. That is, he develops a conceptual scheme that holds “the mirror up to 

nature,” by rendering the inevitable contradiction in human nature not only 

intelligible, but the source of more profound meaning (3.2.22). Yet the shift from 

one scheme to the other is neither definitive nor explicit, with the result that the two 

tend to interpenetrate each other, generating the pairs of opposition which 

paradoxically negate the notion of contradiction, while retaining its emphasis on 

bipolarity.22  

Levy’s identification of truth as “all-embracing” seems of a piece with Booth’s contention that, in 

this play, “Truth is bigger than any one system for knowing it, and Hamlet is bigger than any of the 

frames of reference it inhabits.”23 But the further suggestion here that truth can be like itself in the 

same way that a mirror can be held up to nature is explicitly not the same as being the same as itself. 

Holding a mirror up to nature demands mimesis rather than sameness, and the metaphor reflects an 

inverted rather than perfect duplication.  

Likeness, then, becomes indicative not of Levy’s “all-embracing” truth through identifying 

sameness and knowledge; instead it presents an occasion for confronting Booth’s “impossibilities” 

in  

a play otherwise full of easily distinguishable pairs that are not easily distinguished 

from one another by characters or audience or both: Rosencrantz and Guildenstern; 

the pictures of Gertrude’s two husbands (3.4.54-68); the hawk and the handsaw 

                                                 

22 Levy, 101, emphasis his. 
23 Booth, 41. 
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(2.2.370); and father and mother who are one flesh and so undistinguished in 

Hamlet’s farewell to Claudius (4.3.48-51).24  

The like/unlike pairs that form the basis for this struggle to collect and compile narrative repeat 

throughout the play, obscuring rather than enlarging truth, knowledge, and narrative possibility. 

Booth goes on to argue that  

The source of strength [in the play] is in a rhetorical economy that allows the 

audience to perform both of the basic actions of the mind upon almost every 

conjunction of elements in the course of the play: it perceives strong likeness, and it 

perceives strong difference. Every intellectual conjunction is also a disjunction, and 

any two things that pull apart contain qualities that are simultaneously the means of 

uniting them.25  

Prompted by his previous consideration of the paradox, Booth focuses on distance between like and 

unlike. The central problem of the play, however, is not that distance, exactly. Rather, things that are 

strongly like but not identical provoke the crisis in practical skepticism. Claudius is too like his brother; 

the Ghost is too like the Old Hamlet; Polonius behind the curtain is too like “a rat!” (3.4.22); Claudius 

kneeling is too like Claudius at prayer. Hamlet repeatedly struggles to narrate his own experience 

when that narrative may be too like the actual experience. Perhaps, then, the narrative produced is too 

like truth (without being identical) to act upon. The collection of evidence, intended to be the basis 

for narrative, becomes the collection of not-quite, of difference, of the similitude that is memory 

rather than the actual.26  

                                                 

24 Booth, 39. 
25 Booth, 42. 
26 This may be why the play offers three versions of the murder story (the Ghost's account, 

The Murder of Gonzago, The Mousetrap) with increasing levels of action but decreasing numbers of 
words. 
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The repetition of pairs that are too like is itself a repetition of a discursive structure in which 

dialogue mirrors itself, as in Hamlet’s confrontation with his mother in her closet: 

QUEEN:  Hamlet, thou hast thy father much offended. 

HAMLET:  Mother, you have my father much offended. 

QUEEN:  Come, come, you answer with an idle tongue. 

HAMLET:  Go, go, you question with a wicked tongue. 

       (3.4.8-11) 

Each phrase is like its predecessor without being identical. The differences adhere to the 

oppositional structure of inversion and paradox—thou/you, thy/my, come/go, answer/question—

but the rhetorical power of the phrases owes more to their likeness than their differences. The wit of 

this extended and modified anaphora glides over the muting of meaning it performs.27 In repeating 

phrases that are “most like” without being the same, the play enacts the struggle to align distinct 

concepts, to dead reckon the new by reference to the known. 

Attempts to reckon one’s position in these circumstances face great difficulty. Hamlet often 

puts forth his struggles with likeness in the language of “seems.” Levy notes that in Hamlet’s antic 

disguise, his statement that “indeed it goes so heavily with my disposition that this goodly frame the 

earth seems to me a sterile promontory” (2.2.263-65), “the phrase ‘seems to me’ … defines 

[Hamlet’s] own perception of the world in terms of its deviation from the norm of understanding.”28 

While his reading foregrounds Hamlet’s recognition of perception in these moments, Levy’s close 

                                                 

27 Margaret Ferguson notes that this kind of wordplay, along with the persistent puns, 
“effect[s] a divorce between words and their conventional meanings. [Hamlet’s] rhetorical tactics, 
which include punning and deliberately undoing the rhetorical figures of other speakers, expose the 
arbitrariness, as well as the fragility, of the bonds that tie words to agreed-upon significations” 
(“Hamlet: Letters and Spirits,” Critical Essays on Shakespeare’s Hamlet, ed. David Scott Kastan [New 
York: G.K. Hall, 1995], 139). 

28 Levy, 94. 
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focus on a conceptual scheme leaves out the ways in which this use of “seems” further troubles the 

link between knowledge and uncertainty. “Seems” acts as a provisional spot from which to survey 

one’s position and future movement, not a reliably mapped location measured against other knowns. 

The Hamlet who “kn[ew] not ‘seems’” in the previous act has made the shift from the “logic-and-

deduction” detective of Linda Charnes’s argument to a more syncretic, synchronous investigator of 

the case before him. Hamlet has learned “seems” through comparison of other seeming things and 

can now resist the “norm of understanding.”  

Stephen Booth calls this use of perspective as a means to negotiate seeming contradictions 

“double understanding in a double frame” and links it to the second scene, where, he says, “the 

genre and the particulars … focus … attention” in a way contrary to the content of the scene itself.29 

His use of “genre” rather than “general” or even “common” is due to his own focus on the reaction 

of the audience to these cues. Yet, Hamlet’s repeated negotiations between the particular and the 

general (articulated in the interaction between Hamlet and Gertrude above) both endorse and undo 

the seeming paradox of the micro and the macro. The general is always composed of the particular; 

particulars are always instances within a general set. To account for the general, one must reckon the 

particular, and vice versa. Hamlet’s rejection of the general does not allow him to escape the logical 

necessity of the distributive principle. He is always a particular Hamlet within the set of possible 

Hamlets, a particular son within the set of possible sons, a particular revenger within the set of 

possible revengers. Hamlet is like his category while remaining self-identical. This specificity of self 

requires a specificity of action.  

The reckoning necessary to account for one’s position within a constantly shifting 

perspective requires that knowing and telling use the same conceptual framework. In order to 

                                                 

29 Booth, 26. 
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produce a stable narrative, knowing and telling should be an assumed pair in the same way the 

general and the specific are inextricably linked. One must possess knowledge in order to tell that 

knowledge. The play, however, repeatedly stages telling as an unsatisfactory or incomplete action, 

abbreviated or interrupted by a crisis of knowledge. Experience, which should be so like knowledge 

as to be the same, becomes a dubious foundation for narrative, provoking this crisis of knowing, 

telling, and doing in the play. The practical skepticism that in earlier plays allowed the revenger to 

test evidence while planning his eventual action turns into a far more radical skepticism that calls the 

possibility of knowing either experience or narrative into question in this play.  

The persistent interrogation of sameness in the play works to undermine the practical 

skepticism upon which action could otherwise be based. It is not enough to know enough; it is not 

enough that the circumstances in which Hamlet finds himself are enough like the basic structures of 

revenge. Hamlet requires a level of certainty that his evidence cannot provide. Hamlet wants the 

certainty of the particular, but cannot trust the general that provides the context for particulars. The 

structure of narrative and knowledge, as established in both revenge and history, requires aligning 

the particular instance with the general category. In removing himself from this practical and 

pragmatic method of knowing and telling, Hamlet must find a way to situate his prospective action 

within the context of a much more radical skepticism. This is the true paradox of the knowledge 

structure of the play, and this is where Hamlet brings both genres to a crisis of meaning and action. 

Skepticism as the basis for action produces a dramatic environment where the more specific and 

particular a personal experience is, the less precisely and accurately it can be rendered in narrative. 

The appearance of the Ghost (including his likeness to the old king), the compelling 

particularity of its story, and the general claims it makes on Hamlet (what the Ghost calls for is 

entirely generic and common) make Hamlet’s experience of it immediately un-tellable, even to 

himself: 
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HORATIO:   What news, my lord? 

HAMLET:  O, wonderful. 

HORATIO:   Good my lord, tell it. 

HAMLET:  No, you will reveal it. 

HORATIO:  Not I, my lord, by heaven. 

MARCELLUS:   Nor I, my lord. 

HAMLET:  How say you then—would heart of man once think it? 

 But you’ll be secret? 

    (1.5.116-121) 

Hamlet’s instinct is to conceal rather than reveal the particular content of his encounter with the 

Ghost, but he simultaneously wants to produce a more general sympathetic response in his 

audience. Equating “tell” with “reveal,” he finds himself unable to even begin his account and leaves 

this situation unreckoned, his listeners disappointed. 

This crisis of narrative that begins the play precipitates Hamlet’s move from an evidence-

collecting detective to an investigator who can act on the knowledge he discovers. Hamlet must 

collect evidence not to test and produce a communal narrative, as, for example, his revenger 

predecessor Hieronimo does. Rather, Hamlet pursues evidence in order to produce a personal 

narrative of his own prospective action. Before he can know what he will make happen, he has to 

account for what has happened. The evidence, once collected, must be both reckoned with and 

reckoned.  

Hamlet’s ongoing work toward charting his own active and narrative position with regard to 

the paradox of knowledge in the play requires that he occupy a synchronous space in which 

everything is possible at every moment rather than a sequential one in which intention precedes 

action and effect follows cause. Delay is, in this case, not avoidance of action but a necessary side-
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effect of managing both word and deed. “The ‘problem of action,’” Luke Wilson argues, “is less a 

matter of how it is possible to act than of how it is possible to account for one’s actions after the 

fact.”30 Further, though, this problem is a matter of how to account for one’s actions in advance of 

that action, making action available and justified prospectively by viewing the action retrospectively 

and representationally. If, in Wilson’s argument, “plans for the future can only be made as though 

after the fact, or rather after the act,”31 then the act of narrative both initiates and completes the 

action described in the mimetic frame, allowing Hamlet to stage various actions through narrative 

before committing to those actions.  

The synchrony of Hamlet’s narrative project expands the delay required by the play’s generic 

position, which occupies the space between narrative of action and performance of that action. In 

revenge tragedy, this dilation of the space between intention and event is necessary to give the plot 

space to function and to allow the revenger time to collect evidence that justifies that action. In 

Hamlet, however, the non-linear temporality of Hamlet’s activity in the space of the delay makes 

evidence-collection the least important of those activities. Instead, the delay offers Hamlet the 

rhetorical and dramatic space to narrate himself, to fictionalize his action in advance of its 

realization, and to consider possible outcomes of disparate strategies.32 This space of synchrony and 

dilation occupies the middle of the play, as Hamlet considers, feints toward, and retreats from 

                                                 

30 Luke Wilson, Theatres of Intention: Drama and the Law in Early Modern England (Stanford, CA: 
Stanford UP, 2000): 39. Wilson’s specific attention is turned toward Hamlet’s compositional 
moment of inserting “some dozen lines, or sixteen lines” (2.2.477) into The Murder of Gonzago, but his 
argument for the directional movement of narrative can be extended to all of Hamlet’s attempts to 
turn experience into narrative and to let that narrative then prompt further experience. 

31 Wilson, 33. 
32 For Wilson, this "is a duration opened within elements of the structure of action; and, like 

the notorious delay or dilation of the play as a whole, it acts as a sort of buffer mediating between 
selves and acts by opening up within an instant a space of time in which differences and priorities 
can be discerned, invented, or rationalized" (30). This evaluation of delay, while correct, doesn't 
place delay within a larger generic form, as seems necessary for considering the structure of the play 
and its relationship to representation and epistemology. 
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action. Knowledge becomes an object for Hamlet to pursue rather than a thing to be told, and 

productive action gives way to the prospective action of narrating. While Hamlet struggles to 

manage his own action and story, other characters respond to similar crises of knowing and telling 

by managing and prescribing the action of those around them in increasingly oppressive ways. 

 
Reckoning as enumerating, reckoning as calculating: Polonius and Ophelia 

 
Hamlet’s work toward producing a narrative framework that allows for future action defines 

the space of delay as a positive, dynamic feature of revenge, though his synchronous method makes 

any forward motion oblique. Polonius’s prescriptive narratives present a more direct pursuit of 

future action, which guide interpretation of evidence in a particular direction. This method collapses 

cause and effect into a single process, as the trials Polonius devises for the evidence at hand contain 

their results in their conceptions. Further, the rhetoric of the king’s advisor exploits the 

overdetermination of circular reasoning and multiple meanings to guide interpretation toward a 

single, certain (to Polonius, if no one else) conclusion, even in the face of contradiction.   

Polonius approaches evidence not just with a clear idea of what it will reveal but with a clear 

idea of exactly what kinds of evidence will be necessary to reveal the proper narrative. Polonius 

intends for his methods to highlight his own command of knowledge and his skill at interpretation, 

allowing him to present himself in total possession of narrative power. His reckoning both tells and 

enumerates the process of telling. He also calculates the ultimate benefit of his stories. Rather than 

collecting extant evidence to support the knowledge he intends to prove, Polonius manufactures the 

necessary evidence to justify the knowledge he already believes to be accurate; his process also 

includes crafting an alternate version of the subject of his inquiry, his son Laertes. This Laertes 

created by narrative is like the Laertes who actually appears in the play, but is not identical. Both the 

manufacturing of evidence and this production of a copy of a known individual push the practical 
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skepticism of the plays that precede Hamlet in my analysis into a far more radical doubt of how 

knowledge can be apprehended. Hamlet’s epistemological framework is transformed from the 

practical skepticism of revenge tragedy into a radical skepticism in part by Polonius’s biased 

experiments. In reversing cause and effect—by preparing scenes in which the effects are prescribed 

to justify causes—Polonius undoes the necessary link that makes skepticism functional as a practical 

tool for testing truth. Instead, his manufacturing of evidence also creates a radically unstable 

epistemological frame at the heart of a five-act meditation on knowing and telling.  

Polonius begins to undermine the epistemological structure of narrative with his 

investigation of Laertes’s reputation in Paris. Using the already established structure of questioning 

to elicit evidential information seen in the interaction between Hamlet, Horatio, and the unknown 

quantity of the Ghost, Polonius produces an entire set-piece of action and dialogue for his 

intelligencer, Reynaldo. The initial instructions are limited to what questions should be asked and in 

what proper order: “Look you, sir, / Inquire me first what Danskers are in Paris, / And how, and 

who, what means, and where they keep, / What company, at what expense” (2.1.6-9). These 

questions mark identity, location, motivation as the starting points for investigation (though 

Polonius adds in a digression into financial status, as well).  

The responses Polonius anticipates for Reynaldo are incidental to the real matter of 

investigation, just as the precise responses of the Ghost are not enough to satisfy Hamlet because 

they fail to answer the questions behind the questions. Polonius uses these opening queries to open 

an approach to the important issues behind the questions: 

   … and finding 

By this encompassment and drift of question 

That they do know my son, come you more nearer 

Than your particular demands will touch it; 
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Take you as ’twere some distant knowledge of him, 

As thus, “I know his father and his friends 

And in part him”—do you mark this Reynaldo? 

      (2.1.9-15) 

There is a syntactical paradox in the juxtaposition of these “particular demands” and the “distant 

knowledge” that Polonius instructs Reynaldo to acknowledge. The heavily manipulated interrogation 

imagined by Polonius reflects Hamlet’s struggle to produce prospective action through present 

rhetoric. Furthermore, the specific conditions of rhetoric and information in the play make “distant 

knowledge” itself an oxymoron. The kinds of knowledge available in Hamlet are neither justified nor 

validated until they become near and intimate, until they move from the general to the particular. 

The necessity of pulling knowledge into one’s immediate vicinity is made apparent by exactly the 

kinds of evidence-gathering in which Polonius repeatedly engages. An essential part of the evidence-

gathering process in this play is the gathering, bringing knowledge physically close to the 

investigator. Knowing and telling in this play work to make the distant into the intimate, the general 

into the particular. 

Within these heavily paradoxical performative instructions, the constructed dialogue 

Polonius presents serves to highlight the instability of what can be known. Reynaldo is told to say he 

knows Laertes “in part,” a line emphatically repeated: 

“And in part him, but,” you may say, “not well. 

But if’t be he I mean he’s very wild, 

Addicted so and so,” and there put on him  

What forgeries you please. Marry none so rank 

As may dishonour him—take heed of that— 

But, sir, such wanton, wild, and usual slips 
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As are companions noted and most known 

To youth and liberty. 

      (2.1.17-24) 

To know a man “in part” is as useless in this play as knowing distantly. Polonius intends that the 

minimal profession of knowledge he prescribes will minimize the threat of his spy, but the structure 

of this claim leads directly to the particular accusations Reynaldo is to make against Laertes.  

The ultimate result of Polonius’s instructions is to produce a forged version of Laertes, 

displacing his actual son with this degraded version in the imagination of both Reynaldo’s 

interlocutors and, for a time, the play’s audience. The effect is probably the same for both: 

confusion at the discrepancy between the verbal version and the live person previously encountered. 

In displacing the actual with a (false) narrative of the actual, Polonius intends to “By indirections 

find directions out” (2.1.63). However, the precision with which he produces the kinds of damning 

accounts of Laertes that Reynaldo should collect suggests that Polonius has already decided on the 

narrative he wants to tell and is now actively manufacturing evidence to support it through coercion 

and manipulation of sources. These “forgeries” are but a minor instance of the kinds of imitation 

and likenesses the play sets against the real again and again—Hamlet’s later forgery of Claudius’s 

execution order, the two portraits with which Hamlet confronts Gertrude—but their most 

important reflection is of what Hamlet sees as Claudius’s forgery of his elder brother. The two 

possible versions of Laertes cannot occupy the same space, so the false, dissolute Laertes replaces 

the real son, much as the false, present King replaces the true, late King. 

Polonius constructs a fictional Laertes to coincide with an imagined narrative of action and 

motivation, hypothesizing a Parisian friend recalling, “I know the gentleman, / I saw him yesterday, 

or th’other day, / Or then, and then, with such or such, and as you say / There was ’a gaming, there 

o’ertook in’s rouse, / There falling out at tennis’” (2.1.53-57). The when and with whom, exactly, are 
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negligible; what is important is the particulars of action and outcome. The imagined response 

coincides exactly with the prescribed account—“and as you say.” Polonius again produces an 

opposite but parallel version of Hamlet’s account of prospective action, fabricating conditions that 

coincide with action of a very specific type, aiming for a single, predetermined outcome. Polonius 

uses the fictional, the forged, the prescribed, the manufactured to produce a correspondence 

between action and narrative that is in total contrast to Hamlet’s own methods of investigation and 

interpretation. Polonius’s approach makes obvious the facere, the making or doing, at the heart of fact.  

Insistence on a particular outcome is but one facet of the confirmation bias apparent in 

Polonius’s interpretation of events that are yet to happen. This bias becomes obvious in the 

prescriptive investigations of Hamlet where Polonius, absolutely convinced that he already knows 

the cause of what he perceives as Hamlet’s madness, intends to reproduce the conditions of this 

diagnosis for Claudius. Toward this end, he doesn’t exactly stack the deck as he does in his 

instructions for Reynaldo’s spying on Laertes; instead, Polonius insists on interpreting Hamlet’s 

actions as only and unambiguously supporting his initial hypothesis. Polonius enumerates the 

evidence in pursuit of an already established total. Where Polonius’s instructions for Reynaldo 

produce a flawed experiment from the outset, purposefully tainting the witnesses before extracting 

information from them, his instructions for Ophelia stop short of influencing the evidence in 

advance. Rather, it is the interpretation of results that is flawed.  

From Ophelia’s first admission of interaction with Hamlet, her father insists that she is 

reading the meaning of that relationship wrongly. Not only can Polonius read the situation itself, 

brought to his attention through secondary reports and court gossip, better than those involved, he 

can also read the very inner self of Ophelia better than she can because he can also read her social 

and political self more accurately:  

Marry, well bethought:  
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’Tis told me he hath very oft of late  

Given private time to you, and you yourself 

Have of your audience been most free and bounteous. 

If it be so—as so ’tis put on me, 

And in that way of caution—I must tell you 

You do not understand yourself so clearly   

As it behoves my daughter and your honour.  

What is between you? Give me up the truth. 

      (1.3.89-97)  

The metonymy of self and position, where “yourself” is also “your social placement,” makes explicit 

the tension here between internal and interpretive states—bethought, understand, truth—and external, 

public interactions—told, audience, put on me. This conflation of person and station is a microcosm of 

the play’s larger struggle to reconcile internal and external, particular and general, individual and 

social ways of knowing and narrating events. Polonius insists that he can make the shift between the 

two ways of knowing to reach a truth that Ophelia can “give up” but not understand fully.  

Further, Polonius, concerned as he is with truth, is surprisingly unconcerned with the 

sources of his information. His own primary method of information gathering is acknowledged only 

in a passive construction: “’Tis told me” contains no hint of who does such telling, as the speaker is 

less important here than the content of the report. As in his prescriptive instructions for Reynaldo, it 

matters not in Polonius’s interpretation what the status of the speaker is; only the information 

extracted is significant, while the particularity of the experience is disregarded. 

Polonius establishes his interpretive certainty immediately after he sends Reynaldo off, in 

response to Ophelia’s report of Hamlet’s manic behavior toward her. Much of Polonius’s reading of 

Hamlet’s motives is based on narrated versions of offstage events. The collection of scripted scenes 
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proposed by Polonius (Reynaldo’s, two with Ophelia, in Gertrude’s closet) continues the prevalence 

of narration in the first half of the play. Shakespeare withholds active scenes from both the audience 

and Polonius himself, and both must evaluate character and plot through the way events are recalled 

and presented verbally. This dramatic strategy reinforces a structural norm for this play that is seen 

again and again; from the Ghost’s first appearance to Hamlet’s trip to and return from England, 

events happen offstage and are reported and recounted onstage, forcing words to take the place of 

actions. This distance between action and the account of that action produces a contextual gap 

between words and the things they represent, allowing both suspicion of narrative accuracy and 

doubt of the possibility of knowledge to become central concerns of the play. The narratives of 

these off-stage events exist in parallel to the other doubles and likenesses throughout the play. The 

narrative is like the event in so far as language can map onto action, but the representation cannot 

ever mirror exactly the original event. Both the onstage and off-stage audiences of these narratives 

are denied access to the unmediated action, a distance that undermines the practical utility of 

skepticism present in earlier plays that presented key events as onstage actions.  

Ophelia produces an evocative narrative of the unseen encounter,33 but does not attempt to 

interpret events:  

POLONIUS:  Mad for thy love? 

OPHELIA:    My lord, I do not know, 

 But truly I do fear it. 

      (2.1.82-83) 

                                                 

33 The Arden editors note that “This encounter is described, not staged, in all three texts, but 
some productions (and films) presented it in dumb-show, and it became a popular subject for 
illustration” (note to 2.1.74-97). This post-textual urge to bring the off-stage action back onstage 
suggests that later adapters were trying to bring the play’s skepticism back into the practical range. 
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Polonius, who understands both the situation and Ophelia “so clearly” in the earlier scene, is able to 

present possible readings of this second-hand scene; the principal player in it cannot herself assay 

such a reading. The multiple uses of terms of likeness in Ophelia’s description further underscore 

her tentative approach to assigning meaning or motive: “As if he had been loosed out of hell,” “He 

raised a sigh so piteous and profound / As it did seem to shatter all his bulk,” “He seemed to find 

his way without his eyes” (80, 91-92, 95). She is unwilling or unable to assess the situation without 

recourse to simile and comparison, which further distances both the speaker and her audience from 

the event being described.  

This is the single moment when Polonius admits to the possibility of his own prior 

misreading of Hamlet’s internal motives:  

I am sorry that with better heed and judgement 

I had not quoted him. I feared he did but trifle 

And meant to wrack thee — but beshrew my jealousy — 

By heaven it is as proper to our age 

To cast beyond ourselves in our opinions 

As it is common for the younger sort 

To lack discretion. Come, go we to the King: 

This must be known which, being kept close, might move 

More grief to hide than hate to utter love.  

      (2.1.108-116) 

The Arden editors find in this passage a hint of Polonius’s willingness to self-evaluate, noting that 

“Polonius shows more self awareness and humility here than some performers and critics allow 

him” and approvingly cite Johnson’s observation that “This is not the remark of a weak man” (note 

to l.112). But this seems to be more an excuse than an apology, as the appeal to what is “proper to 
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our age” and “common for the younger sort.” Polonius does make a gesture at self-correction here, 

but it is a correction based not on acknowledging and evaluating conflicting evidence. Polonius 

accepts the new information and allows it to replace the previous knowledge entirely. Instead of 

analyzing how Hamlet’s actions can appear to support contradictory readings, Polonius replaces the 

previous reading with the new one, eradicating the information that no longer signifies and covering 

the absence with distracting complaints about kids these days. 

This is, indeed, not the remark of a weak man. It is the remark of a man intent on promoting 

a particular interpretation of knowledge. His immediate turn to informing Claudius, in order to 

prevent further suffering by either Hamlet or Ophelia, is a gesture intended, in part, to spare the 

young couple. But it is also a gesture that will serve to solidify Polonius’s relationship to both 

knowledge of court events and to the king himself. Polonius frames his delivery of this information 

to Claudius in terms of “policy” and service to the crown: 

   

I assure my good liege 

I hold my duty as I hold my soul, 

Both to my God and to my gracious King; 

And I do think, or else this brain of mine 

Hunts not the trail of policy so sure 

As it hath used to do, that I have found  

The very cause of Hamlet’s lunacy. 

      (2.2.43-49) 

Polonius’s primary unit of political currency is information filtered through “this brain of mine” to 

produce a solid conclusion. In a play that stages the project of knowing and articulating experience 

in multiple encounters with uncertainty, ambiguity, and the struggle to reconcile them with a stable 
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account, Polonius’s certainty marks him as both an anomaly and an appealingly useful figure to 

those in power. In alluding to his own possibly declining intellectual power, Polonius also manages 

to reassert his stable position as interpreter; if Claudius begins to suspect that his advisor’s political 

acumen is no longer so sharp as it once was, he must also suspect how accurate Polonius’s 

identification of cause is. In addition, the “very” attached to “cause” serves to further whet the 

desire for certain knowledge that permeates the play.34   

Yet certain knowledge, in Polonius’s formulations, is always its own proof. His investigations 

have revealed that “your noble son is mad. / Mad, I call it for to define true madness, / What is’t 

but to be nothing else but mad?” (2.2.92-94) This circular definition gives clear explanation of the 

result, but obscures the cause that Claudius desires to know. Further, when Gertrude calls Polonius 

on this purposefully obscure declaration (“More matter with less art” [95]), his defense is to descend 

further into circularity and repetition: 

Madam, I swear I use no art at all. 

That he’s mad, ’tis true, ’tis true ’tis pity, 

And pity ’tis, ’tis true, a foolish figure! 

But farewell it, for I will use no art. 

Mad let us grant him then, and now remains 

That we find out the cause of this effect— 

Or rather say the cause of this defect, 

For this effect defective comes by cause. 

Thus it remains, and the remainder thus. 

                                                 

34 Notably, this scene also includes the only accurate reading of Hamlet in the first part of 
the play, as Gertrude, basing her evaluation on direct observation and engagement with her son, 
declares that what Claudius calls “the head and source of all your son's distemper” is “is no other 
but the main — / His father's death and our hasty marriage” (2.2.55, 56-57). 
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      (96-104) 

The repetition of “true,” “pity,” and “art” simultaneously multiply their implications while emptying 

the words of meaning. The definitional stability and constancy of “true” is undermined by the 

alignment with “pity”; the absolute standing of truth is compromised by the necessary emotional 

and personal subjectivity of compassion. Further, “art,” standing in for being, representation, and 

falsity, triangulates the two main terms—art and true—both extending and aligning them. The Arden 

editors propose that “Polonius’ verbosity … could … reflect genuine embarrassment about both 

Hamlet’s madness and its supposed case” (n. 86-104), and while this generous reading explains 

much about the character’s actions here, it overlooks the collapse of truth and art into each other, 

producing a circularity that exacerbates the play’s ongoing problems with likenesses of self and of 

experience, and with the narratives of both. Only Polonius’s own determined interpretation can sort 

these problems properly, and he displays a persistent tendency to produce narratives of evidence 

that skew response to that evidence.  

“True” is also a scientific term (“Conformable to the type, or to the accepted idea or 

character of the genus, class, or kind; properly or strictly so called”35) and it is related here to 

Polonius’s investigations into cause. His research is intended to classify Hamlet’s madness in a 

particular frame of understanding based on cause. In discovering cause, Polonius will be able to 

make Hamlet conform to a recognizable and explainable “type” of melancholy, producing a proper 

narrative of the prince and his suffering. Without this narrative, Hamlet will remain outside the 

realm of understanding, all effect (or defect) without cause.  

In attempting to reckon Hamlet’s actions, Polonius is left with a word problem that he 

solves by narrating. Narrative is the action by which the problem is addressed. The conflation of 

                                                 

35 OED Online, s.v. “True (adj.),” def. 5.b. 
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“effect” and “defect” again multiplies and empties out meaning: the neutrality of “effect” is 

compromised by “defect” in the same way “true” is muddied by “pity.” The additive quality of 

“effect” (“As a count noun. Something accomplished, caused, or produced; a result, consequence”]) 

is contradicted by the subtractive quality of “defect” (“The quantity or amount by which anything 

falls short; in Math. a part by which a figure or quantity is wanting or deficient”).36 Polonius is 

producing a calculation in which the sum of the cause is lessened by the defect.   

The tortured grammatical construction Polonius arrives at also suggests a mathematical 

equation: “For this effect defective comes by cause. / Thus it remains, and the remainder thus.” If 

the relationship between cause and effect is normally assumed to be direct and equal (cause = 

effect), the defective effect makes that equation unequal, as the defective effect is one that “want[s] 

some essential part of proper quality.”37 The remainder results when the cause side of the equation 

outweighs the effect side; the equation now reads “cause – X = effect.” To solve for X, we must 

divide both sides by effect, leaving us with a remainder that is exactly the lack of the defective effect. 

If the remainder is a positive (that is, “true”) concept, then effect must be greater than the lack 

represented by the defect in order for something to be left over. This “leftover,” then, is the gap in 

Polonius’s equation. “Thus it remains, and the remainder thus” returns to the circularity he began 

with in defining madness. But this remainder must be something that can be positively identified, 

although Polonius fails to do so. Contextually, though, it appears that the remainder is Ophelia 

herself: “Thus it remains, and the remainder thus. Perpend, / I have a daughter — have while she is 

                                                 

36 OED Online, s.v. “effect (n.),” def. 2.b.; s.v. “defect (n.),” def. 4. 
37 OED Online, s.v. “defective (adj. and n.),” def. A.1.a. 
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mine — / Who in her duty and obedience, mark, / Hath give me this. Now gather and surmise” 

(2.2.104-107).38  

Ophelia, in this context, is a cipher for knowledge, as she has previously been stripped of 

interpretive ability by Polonius. She can interpret neither her own experience nor her narratives of 

that experience “so clearly” as Polonius can (1.3.95). As this cipher, she is the perfect remainder. 

The experience available to her is what is left over after it has been properly and “clearly” 

interpreted by Polonius as evidence for his case for cause. Her narrative is translated and edited by 

her father into a radically different account that not only leaves out her own personal responses to 

the events she experienced, but that replaces her own narrative (earlier presented in 2.1) with what 

Polonius “perceived … before my daughter told me” (2.2.130-31). Surveillance and interpretation 

supersede direct personal experience and its account.  

The play’s resistance to granting Ophelia possession of her own experiences relaxes only 

when she can no longer own them. Ophelia’s death is so prettily and movingly described that it 

occludes the impossibility of the description. Only an eyewitness could know that 

  Her clothes spread wide  

And, mermaid-like, awhile they bore her up,  

Which time she chanted snatches of old lauds,  

As one incapable of her own distress,  

Or like a creature native and indued  

Unto that element. But long it could not be  

Till that her garments, heavy with their drink,  

                                                 

38 The quarto separates Polonius's “remainder” and his reference to Ophelia with another 
interjection from the queen; the folio, in joining the two phrases together in not only the same 
speech but the same line, makes the alignment more forceful. “Perpend” is also “extrametrical” (n. 
104), itself a remainder. 
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Pull’d the poor wretch from her melodious lay  

 
To muddy death.  

(4.7.174-182) 

But what eyewitness would not attempt to save the drowning girl? Only the girl herself, for whom 

narrative power emerges in this moment of fictional construction, exceeding the logical necessity of 

evidence. The account as presented by Gertrude must be a product of post-mortem deduction and 

conjecture. It cannot be an accurate report, but it is, for all who hear it, a truthful narrative. That 

both the characters and the audience accept it as such suggests that something has changed 

regarding the nature of knowledge and time in the play. The sequential and the synchronic are 

synthesized here, leading toward an integrated structure of knowledge necessary for history to be re-

started in the final act.  

As noted previously, Hamlet deploys the offstage event repeatedly as a means for prompting 

and justifying narrative rather than action. Examining another moment of this dramatic technique in 

Romeo and Juliet, Lina Perkins Wilder argues that moments of remembering in the play both provoke 

and deny the audience’s desire for visual and verbal information. She goes on to note that  

The sense of the play’s past, implied and staged through the performance of 

memory, is never complete. It is restricted not only by the absence of the 

remembered object (always absent or it would not have to be remembered) but also 

by the rememberer’s limited experience … Romeo cannot remember scenes that he 

did not witness, cannot recognize structural connections between events that he does 

not understand and over which he has no control … The sense of structure 

generated by performed remembering is always, often tragically, denied by the 

rememberer’s experience and perspective. Performed remembering can create new 
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things, new connections, but it occasionally ignores (literally, does not know) old 

ones.39  

In contrast to this framing of Romeo’s remembering of the apothecary’s shop, the verbal account of 

Ophelia’s death is a moment of remembering a scene that no one witnessed, a moment where the 

structural connections of narrative and event supersede epistemological impossibility in order to 

produce narrative necessity. The limits of memory fail to restrain Gertrude’s account, as the 

remembered object, Ophelia, has always been a lost object, a cipher, a remainder. The perspective of 

the account is disembodied, distanced from individual experience and recollection. Rather than 

ignoring old connections, Gertrude’s act of “performed remembering” is able to unite sequential 

individual experience and synchronic communal response into a single historical narrative, 

something Hamlet himself will be unable to accomplish until he can produce a narrative of self that 

allows him to re-enter historical time.  

Before that happens, though, the play will continue to pursue the two methods of 

investigation, evaluation, and action. Hamlet’s confirmation bias pushes him toward action that 

addresses not only the Ghost’s command to “Remember me” (1.5.91) but that also allows him to 

lash out at the symbol and source of his grief: Claudius. Polonius’s bias, meanwhile, allows him to 

make his personal interpretive conclusions stand as the official account. His position as counselor to 

the king expands to cover many of the synonyms for that role ennumerated in Thomas Thomas’s 

1587 lexicon: “A warner, an aduertiser, informer, monisher, or counsellour: one that putteth in 

minde: also a prompter, he that telleth the players their parte.”40 Polonius acts as all these roles in the 

course of his investigation, warning, advising, informing, admonishing, and counseling, as well as 

                                                 

39 Lina Perkins Wilder, “Toward a Shakespearean ‘Memory Theater’: Romeo, the 
Apothecary, and the Performance of Memory,” Shakespeare Quarterly 56:2 (2005), 172-73. 

40 Thomas Thomas, Dictionarium linguae Latinae et Anglicanae, (London, 1587). 
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acting directly as a prompter, putting words in the mouths of his players. The lexicon’s list is 

appended to the Latin monitor; the English cognate is Polonius’s primary activity—monitoring the 

social and political life of the court and warning of threats to it.  

This advising role requires that Polonius defer to his superiors while prompting them toward 

his foregone conclusions. The directive to “surmise” appears to extend the privilege of 

interpretation to Claudius and Gertrude, but that gesture is immediately undercut by Polonius’s 

insistence on pre-empting others’ interpretations: “To the celestial and my soul’s idol, the most 

beautified Ophelia—that’s an ill phrase, a vile phrase, ‘beautified’ is a vile phrase, but you shall 

hear—” (2.2.108-10). The literary criticism seems oddly out of place in the presentation of evidence, 

but it is directly in line with Polonius’s penchant for interpreting and framing every aspect of 

articulation. “Surmise” is also a pointed choice of vocabulary, carrying as it does the implication of 

slight proof and false charges; even as a more neutral verb of allegation, it seems incongruous that a 

presentation of evidence would be framed as an exhortation to accuse.  

What is actually being alleged here seems, again, to place Polonius at the center. As in his 

earlier attempt to remind Claudius of his role as trusted counselor, Polonius now redirects the 

conversation away from direct evidence and toward his own political and personal reputation:  

KING:     But how hath she 

 Received his love? 

POLONIUS:    What do you think of me? 

KING:  As of a man faithful and honorable. 

POLONIUS:  I would fain prove so.  

      (2.2.124-26) 
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The allegations Polonius wants the royal couple to make are of his own trustworthiness and 

interpretive acuity. The evidence that follows, then, is as much in support of his personal and 

political standing as of his claims to the source of Hamlet’s actions.  

The presentation of this evidence casts the results of Polonius’s varied methods of 

surveillance and collection into a single, coherent narrative. First, he describes his own approach to 

the problem, with reference again to his loyalty and reliability, before detailing his prescriptions for 

Ophelia’s interaction with Hamlet. 

But what might you think, 

When I had seen this hot love on the wing— 

As I perceiv’d it (I must tell you that) 

Before my daughter told me— what might you, 

Or my dear majesty your Queen here, think, 

If I had play’d the desk or table book, 

Or given my heart a winking, mute and dumb,  

Or look’d upon this love with idle sight? 

What might you think?  

      (2.2.128-36) 

The first rhetorical movement of this speech revisits Polonius’s earlier insistence on his status in 

relation to the royal couple. Again, negative examples are set against the positive example of 

Polonius himself. There is also a conflation here in the methods of evidence collection he employs: 

an earlier conversation with Ophelia suggests that he learned about her connection to Hamlet from 

prior reports (“’Tis told me he hath very oft of late / Given private time to you” [1.3.90-91]41) rather 

                                                 

41 This contradiction is also noted by the Arden editors (n. 2.2.130). 
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than from his own observation as he states here, or her own narration, as the audience has seen. 

Process is minimized in favor of the rhetorical and narrative effects that can be produced from the 

material it uncovers. Polonius, however, is still the active, perceiving agent who receives and 

interprets that material, rather than the “mute and dumb” subject who does not act upon 

information.  

Indeed, Polonius explains that, 

No, I went round to work 

And my young mistress thus I did bespeak: 

“Lord Hamlet is a prince, out of thy star. 

This must not be.” And then I prescripts gave her,  

That she should lock herself from his resort, 

Admit no messengers, receive no tokens. 

      (2.2.136-41) 

His “work” is the same kind of scene-setting and manipulation see in his instructions to Reynaldo. 

The “prescripts” listed here are a heavily abridged version of what he tells her directly in 1.3, 

dictating her actions in relation to Hamlet rather than kinds of speech addressed to him. These 

prescriptions are restrictive and contained, holding Ophelia back from active effect and producing a 

lack, a defect in action. Polonius is again here sketching an arithmetical equation, subtracting 

Ophelia from the Hamlet/Ophelia combination. Where she was once a remainder, now she is a 

negative. The more she is reckoned, the less she totals. 

The sum of this equation is a rhetorical series that tracks the effects of the cause instigated 

by Polonius himself. Only after setting this purposefully framed context does he explain Hamlet’s 

actions: 

Which done, she took the fruits of my advice, 
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And he, repulsed, a short tale to make, 

Fell into a sadness, then into a fast,  

Thence to a watch, thence into a weakness, 

Thence to a lightness, and, by this declension, 

Into the madness wherein now he raves, 

And all we mourn for.  

      (2.2.142-48) 

The ordering here uses both catacosmesis and climax, bringing together the opposite rhetorical 

figures as it moves in chronological order from least important to most, with a little anadiplosis 

thrown in for good measure, to make sure Polonius’s auditors recognize the importance of his 

speech. The paradoxical alignment of opposites parallels Polonius’s own interests as they conflict 

with what Claudius is after. Polonius believes that the important part of his narrative of Hamlet’s 

madness is the process by which he, as investigator, has exercised both his surveillance skills and his 

interpretive abilities to diagnose the prince; Claudius is interested only in what that diagnosis is and 

how compelling the evidence is that points toward it.  

Polonius’s insistence on foregrounding his own approach to the narrative moment, 

neglecting to properly evaluate and appraise the evidence he compiles, leads not just to flawed and 

incomplete conclusions, but in this case to death. Polonius’s reading of Hamlet’s inner motivations 

and the narrative he produces to explain and predict them does not allow for productive, directed 

action. The terms Polonius uses for Hamlet’s condition—sadness, fast, watch, weakness, lightness, 

declension—do not predict effective action, merely ineffectual moping about. Polonius’s reading of 

Hamlet’s grief, guilt, and growing suspicion of Claudius as mere “weakness,” “lightness,” and 

lovesickness cannot anticipate the revenge impulse or the angry lashing-out (depending on how one 

reads the motivation behind Hamlet’s lunge at the curtain) that results in Polonius’s death.  
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In trying to establish and secure his own position and status as observer and advisor, 

Polonius overstates the process of detection and understates the result. The approach Polonius takes 

to investigation and evaluation is one that foregrounds his own approach and response, rather than 

the pursuit of objective truth. This seems, however, not an intentionally self-centered methodology. 

Polonius is a counselor; his job is to arrange, interpret, and explain, and his own reputation is a 

necessary component in justifying his advice. Difficulty arises when he tries to direct evidence 

toward a single, predetermined explanation and constructs the justifying narrative around that bias. 

That is, when he moves from advising, warning, and admonishing to prompting, Polonius moves 

toward more and more prescriptive investigations as the play progresses, proceeding to equip 

Ophelia with not only a scenario and script but also with props to play the scene. The culmination 

of this urge to stage-manage will be his production of the scene in Gertrude’s closet that leads 

directly to his own death.  

 
Reckoning as settling, reckoning as resolving: Claudius and Laertes 

 
 In setting Polonius on the case of what is wrong with Hamlet, Claudius has his own 

hypothesis to prove, but he refrains from either forcing the evidence to support that reading or 

designing the experiment to produce only the desired outcome. Instead, Claudius is the only one of 

the play’s three investigators—Hamlet, Polonius, Claudius—who is willing to actually evaluate 

present evidence in the way prior revenge models prescribe, in order to produce a communal 

narrative of motive and result. It helps that Claudius, as king, already has the political power to 

approve the communal narrative, and in doing so, he also has the ability to replace the story of Old 

Hamlet’s death with the story of Laertes’s revenge. Rather than the ethical complications of 

fratricide or the political implications of regicide, revenge provides a seemingly simple narrative of 

cause and effect. Claudius intends to replace Hamlet’s story of loss, grief, investigation, doubt, and 
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finally action with a more generically straightforward one. The revenge narrative crafted by Claudius 

is positioned as one in competition with Hamlet’s, using the same body of evidence to arrive at a 

different conclusion. Claudius assumes Hamlet is pursuing the same narrative genre that he is, that 

of the standard trajectory of revenge, therefore Claudius also assumes that he needs to displace 

Hamlet’s narrative with his own. This narrative displacement parallels the political and domestic 

replacement Claudius has accomplished at the start of the play. For both kinds of replacement to be 

accepted by the community, Claudius must anchor his action or narrative to an authorizing 

structure—succession in the political context, the genre of revenge in the narrative project.   

Claudius senses that the kind of evidence necessary for a credible account is lacking, which 

leads to his use of Polonius in investigating the cause of Hamlet’s acting-out. The king’s skepticism 

toward the outward evidence of Hamlet’s madness seems a more practical and effective method of 

approaching the truth of the situation. Hamlet’s appearances early in the play make no secret of the 

direct cause of his melancholy; Hamlet admits to both external and internal “trappings and suits of 

woe” and Claudius immediately makes the connection to Hamlet’s “mourning duties to [his] father” 

(1.2.86, 88). Claudius does not doubt that Hamlet continues to mourn his father, but his suspicion is 

that there is further cause for that grief, a cause that bears investigation.  

Polonius is only a single operative within Claudius’s intelligence network in the world of the 

play. Where Polonius thinks of himself as the primary conduit for information and consequently 

presents his information with an emphasis on his own status, approach, and interpretation, Claudius 

uses him as a simple instrument for gathering evidence. Polonius’s last report to Claudius presents 

not evidence but procedure, as he explains his strategy for obtaining direct witness of Hamlet’s 

encounter with Gertrude: 

Behind the arras I’ll convey myself 

To hear the process. I’ll warrant she’ll tax him home 
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And, as you said—and wisely was it said— 

’Tis meet that some more audience than a mother  

(Since nature makes them partial) should o’er-hear  

The speech of vantage. Fare you well, my liege, 

I’ll call upon you ere you go to bed 

And tell you what I know. 

(3.3.27-35) 

The focus of Polonius’s plan is on his own witness, the “process” and “audience” that his spying 

makes possible, rather than on the evidence to be obtained. The accumulation of terms with both a 

simple and a legal meaning—convey, process, warrant, tax—multiply implication while draining the 

speech of evocative effect, as is common in Polonius’s highly-wrought speeches. There is no reason 

here to resort to language of tax-law, except that it is tangentially related to Polonius’s earlier 

conceptual arithmetic, alluded to here by a secondary meaning of “vantage” as “an additional 

amount or sum.”42 The kind of proof Polonius is after should add to the body of evidence that is 

being compiled, but Polonius is, as has been examined above, disinclined to consider the final sum 

of his investigative calculations.  

Polonius goes so far as to attribute this plan to Claudius, when Polonius himself has set up 

not just his plan to hide and spy, but the occasion for Hamlet’s conversation with Gertrude as well: 

“Let his Queen-mother all alone entreat him / To show his grief. Let her be round with him / And 

I’ll be placed, so please you, in the ear / Of all their conference” (3.1.181-84). This feint may be 

politically expedient, but it is also an example of how willing Polonius is to manipulate his definition 

                                                 

42 OED Online, s.v. “vantage (n.),” def. 2.b. 
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of “truth” when it seems necessary. In this context, “tell[ing] what I know” is already an uncertain 

outcome, and one that will be thwarted by Polonius’s death. 

Claudius, however, has a system of surveillance that goes beyond Polonius, and his use of 

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, in particular, seems to be free of evidence tampering. In his first 

speech to the duo, Claudius foregrounds the obvious cause of Hamlet’s condition, but prompts 

them to further investigation: 

Welcome, dear Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. 

Moreover that we much did long to see you 

The need we have to use you did provoke 

Our hasty sending. Something have you heard 

Of Hamlet’s transformation— so call it 

Sith nor th’ exterior nor the inward man 

Resembles that it was. What it should be 

More than his father’s death, that thus hath put him 

So much from th’ understanding of himself 

I cannot dream of. I entreat you both 

That, being of so young days brought up with him, 

And since so neighbour’d to his youth and haviour,  

That you vouchsafe your rest here in our Court 

Some little time, so by your companies 

To draw him on to pleasures and to gather 

So much as from occasion you may glean, 

Whether aught to us unknown afflicts him thus  

That opened lies within our remedy.  
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(2.2.1-18) 

Claudius produces equations along the lines of Polonius’s earlier accounting in an attempt to reckon 

Hamlet’s grief. Hamlet’s reaction to his father’s death exceeds the expected sum by an extraordinary 

remainder: “What it should be / More than his father’s death” posits that reaction as the result of an 

additional variable integer, and Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are assigned to discover the “aught … 

unknown” that squares the sum. The algebraic structure of revenge, in which the revenger struggles 

to identify the unknown action that will render the initial incident repaid, organizes Claudius’s view 

of Hamlet’s situation here, and sets the stage for Claudius’s use of revenge tropes in dealing with 

another grieving son in Laertes. 

The problem of resemblance arises here again, as an ironic parallel to Hamlet’s claim that his 

inward suffering surpasses the external “trappings and the suits of woe” (1.2.86). Claudius’s syntax 

makes clear that Hamlet’s “exterior” and “inward man” are both dissimilar to their previous states, 

but it is ambiguous what the relation between external and internal qualities are. The problem is not 

a misalignment between internal and external, but between past and present. The king’s previous 

evaluation of Hamlet no longer holds true, and he is attempting to construct a new, stable reading of 

his stepson/nephew by collecting evidence of internal change. 

Claudius’s suggestion that introducing Hamlet to “pleasures” is the means to “open” Hamlet 

to inquiry seems a reasonable and effective method. Emotional proximity is also important here, as 

the prerogative of “being of so young days brought up with him” allows the duo access otherwise 

unavailable. Claudius makes no secret that he views Rosencrantz and Guildenstern as instruments; 

“the need we have to use you” makes clear that they are tools in the king’s project. Their job is to 

“glean” rather than to interpret, and Claudius reserves the privilege of interpreting symptoms and 

determining the “remedy.”  
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The report Rosencrantz and Guildenstern bring to Claudius illustrates the impossibility of 

extracting direct causes from agents: 

CLAUDIUS:  And can you by no drift of conference 

 Get from him why he puts on this confusion, 

 Grating so harshly all his days of quiet 

 With turbulent and dangerous lunacy? 

ROSENCRANTZ:  He does confess he feels himself distracted 

 But from what cause ’a will by no means speak. 

GUILDENSTERN:  Nor do we find him forward to be sounded 

 But with a crafty madness keeps aloof 

 When we would bring him on to some confession 

  
Of his true estate. 
     (3.1.1-10) 

Beginning the scene already in progress denies access to the starting point, just as Claudius is being 

denied access to the internal motivation of Hamlet, who “from what cause ’a will by no means 

speak.” One may infer that the omitted beginning included a straight recitation of the evidence 

collected by the duo, leading Claudius to prompt them toward interpretation. Asking for them to 

opine based on “drift of conference” rather than on direct statements by the subject under 

observation encourages them to exceed their role as instruments of surveillance.  

These observers-turned-interpreters offer the specific information that Hamlet is performing 

“a crafty madness,” allowing Claudius to evaluate Hamlet’s actions as simulated or assumed rather 

than originating from an involuntary condition. Recognizing that Hamlet “puts on this confusion” is 

a key moment in Claudius’s shift from speculation about “something … more than his father’s 

death” to focused suspicion of the extent of Hamlet’s knowledge of that death. It is this recognition 
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that allows Claudius to properly evaluate the possible effects of Hamlet’s actions, as they will prove 

both “turbulent and dangerous” when read within the narrative structure of revenge.  

Claudius’s own tendency toward deception makes him perhaps more apt to give credence to 

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern’s reports of Hamlet’s “craftiness.” In a brief aside, he laments “The 

harlot’s cheek beautied with plastering art / Is not more ugly to the thing that helps it / Than is my 

deed to my most painted word. / O heavy burden!” (3.1.50-53). The king’s attempt to fit his external 

expression to his internal purpose corresponds to Hamlet’s ongoing struggle to make words 

consonant with deeds. Hamlet’s attempts to make his external, narrative expression of experience 

match his internal understanding of the world are the inverse of Claudius’s use of the 

internal/external dichotomy to mask his true motives in a plausible external pretense.  

The practical consequence of Claudius’s division of motive and action is that action itself 

becomes more and more difficult to execute:  

   Pray can I not: 

Though inclination be as sharp as will, 

My stronger guilt defeats my strong intent 

And like a man to double business bound 

I stand in pause where I shall first begin 

And both neglect. 

      (3.3.38-43) 

As motivation, “guilt” takes precedence over “intent”; voluntary action gives way to involuntary 

hesitation. The split between deed and “most painted word” becomes the paralysis of “double 

business” and identifies additional key terms for the struggle to justify action—inclination, will, guilt, 

intent, bound, pause, neglect. Hamlet’s own process of producing narrative to enable and justify action 

has already engaged with these concepts of motivation and delay, and here they are further 
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complicated by Claudius’s adoption of them. Claudius’s delay is occasioned not by doubt but by 

guilt; Hamlet’s guilt is occasioned by delay and doubt.  

The “double business” that binds Claudius seems an inadvertent metaphor for his tendency 

to echo the very words of other characters, to double their discursive business. Claudius’s “harlot’s 

cheek beautied” is a version of Polonius’s critique of Hamlet’s love letter to Ophelia in which 

“‘beautified’ is a vile phrase” (2.2.110). He finishes his soliloquy with plea to “Help, angels, make 

assay” (3.3.69), reworking Gertrude’s question of how Rosencrantz and Guildenstern approached 

Hamlet (“Did you assay him any pastime?” [3.1.15]). This rhetorical quirk, in a play so concerned 

with likeness and dissimulation, marks Claudius as the nexus of being “very like” everyone else. He 

is already in the double business of replacing his deceased brother in court and chamber, as well as 

in the double business of displacing Hamlet’s narrative of events with his own. His verbal echoes 

make him more than a foil to the other characters; Claudius threatens to replace all those around 

him with his own rhetorical representations. 

After Polonius’s murder, Claudius uses his skills in rhetorical replacement to establish the 

confidential, politically sensitive response to the act. Rather than produce an account that directly 

accuses Hamlet, Claudius replaces it with a secondary narrative that removes the offending party 

without acknowledging the event that precipitates the official banishment:  

I have sent to seek [Hamlet] and to find the body. 

How dangerous is it that this man goes loose! 

Yet must not we put the strong law on him: 

He’s loved of the distracted multitude, 

Who like not in their judgement but their eyes, 

And where ’tis so, th’offender’s scourge is weighed 

But never the offence. To bear all smooth and even 
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This sudden sending him away must seem  

Deliberate pause. 

      (4.3.1-10) 

This begins Claudius’s “double business” of producing multiple accounts of the same events and 

actions, some for public consumption and some for private justification. The private justification for 

this action is made clear in soliloquy:  

And, England, if my love thou hold’st at aught 

… thou mayst not coldly set 

Our sovereign process, which imports at full, 

By letters congruing to that effect, 

The present death of Hamlet. Do it, England;  

For like the hectic in my blood he rages, 

And thou must cure me. Till I know ’tis done, 

Howe’er my haps, my joys were ne’er begun. 

      (56-65) 

The political expediency of sending Hamlet away to remove him from the flawed judgment of the 

“distracted multitude” is revealed to be a cover for Claudius’s more personal motives. The 

verbifying of “congruent” here emphasizes the heightened, official diction of the first three lines, in 

contrast to the more direct and straightforward language that addresses the motive behind the 

action. The neologism43 also produces an alignment between command and action (“letters” and 

“effect”) that is so like as to be identical, denying the possibility of a semantic gap.44   

                                                 

43 Shakespeare is the only citation for this word in the OED. 
44 Hamlet will, of course, later take advantage of this assumed alignment in replacing the 

letters with revised versions that work identically in the place of their originals. 
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Claudius uses Laertes to produce a simplified revenge narrative that engages Hamlet on the 

king’s own terms, and he does so by threatening to occupy the rhetorical and narrative positions of 

both Laertes and Hamlet with his own. Laertes’s immediate call for action—“O thou vile King, / 

Give me my father” (4.5.115-16)—is turned by Claudius into an opportunity for a narrative of 

motive before denying the possibility of action at all:  

What is the cause, Laertes,  

That thy rebellion looks so giant-like? 

… 

There’s such divinity doth hedge a king 

That treason can but peep to what it would, 

Acts little of his will. Tell me, Laertes, 

Why thou art thus incensed?  

(120-21) 

Interrogating the cause is a natural response to Laertes’s brash entrance, but the denial of possible 

action—“acts little of his will”—seems unnecessarily assured. This response not only prompts 

Laertes to self-explanation but makes that explanation the only possible action available to him.  

Laertes is, however, able to articulate his motive clearly. In contrast to Hamlet’s oscillating, 

synchronic struggles with narrative, Laertes, in the role of “proper” revenger, claims a definite, 

sequential narrative of both self and investigation. “Where is my father?” he demands, “How came 

he dead? … To this point I stand, / That both the worlds I give to negligence, / Let come what 

comes, only I’ll be reveng’d / Most thoroughly for my father” (4.5.128, 130-135). He posits 

answerable questions and accepts the linear progress of events (“Let come what comes”) that are the 

backdrop for his revenge impulse. The extent of his epistemological investigation is the simple 

answers to his questions. Knowledge is, for Laertes, always present, requiring only discovery. If 
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Laertes is a revenger, he is one only through external action, as he escapes the internal process of 

doubt and pursuit of truth with which most standard revengers spend the greater part of their plots 

engaged. 

Claudius’s openness to this interrogation includes a recognition of the conceptual concerns 

of the revenger. He allows Laertes to “demand his fill” (128), an acknowledgement of the revenger’s 

standard demand for satisfaction. He promises “the certainty / Of your dear father” (139-40) to 

Laertes, offering the epistemological certainty that generic revengers can only arrive at after 

struggling with multiple accounts. Claudius makes use of the revenge tropes in play as he introduces 

both doubt and examination to Laertes’s straightforward plans for reprisal: “Make choice of whom 

your wisest friends you will, / And they shall hear and judge ’twixt you and me, / And if by direct or 

by collateral hand / They find us touch’d, we will our kingdom give … / To you in satisfaction” 

(4.5.201-06). Prior to this statement, Laertes has not explicitly accused Claudius; rather, he has 

appealed to the highest legal power for justice. Laertes labels Claudius “vile King” because he has 

failed to fulfill his juridical responsibilities, not because he holds him responsible for Polonius’s 

death. By recasting Laertes’s call for justice into the forensic mode of examination, Claudius is 

working to shift the language of revenge into the action of revenge.  

Later, Claudius attempts to depict himself, the head of all juridical matters in Denmark, as a 

victim of limited to access to justice as well: “The other motive / Why to a public count I might not 

go / Is the great love the general gender bear [Hamlet] … so that my arrows … / Would have 

reverted to my bow again, / But not where I had aim’d them” (4.7.16-24). Claudius produces a 

compound revenger, using Laertes’s passion and grounds in conjunction with his own self-narrative 

as wronged and alienated victim to produce a revenger who adheres to the generic requirements.  

It should be noted, however, that Claudius is not lying. He is a target of violence, Hamlet is a 

favorite of the general populace, Laertes does need to delay his revenge to accomplish his goals. The 
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narrative Claudius is engaged in producing is logically connected to the available evidence. But rather 

than supplanting the narrative being simultaneously produced by Hamlet, Claudius’s story runs 

alongside it, providing a counterpoint rather than the replacement he intends. The epistemological 

environment of the play allows that, as Stephen Booth’s argument for the intellectual project of 

Hamlet concludes, “Truth is bigger than any one system for knowing it,”45 especially when truth 

requires a sequential narrative of synchronic experiences. 

 
Reckoning as explanation, reckoning as conclusion: Hamlet and the Pirates 

 
The necessity of reconciling synchronic ways of knowing to sequential ways of telling 

culminates in the minor scene in which Hamlet describes his time at sea, first with Rosencrantz and 

Guildenstern, then with the pirates. The switching of the king’s commission, narrated in retrospect 

(5.2), and the explanation for Hamlet’s time with the pirates, recounted in the letter Horatio receives 

(4.6), are flashpoints for epistemological questions in criticism about the play. The urge to 

interrogate the truth-value of this story is a powerful one, but it is an urge that obscures how the 

story functions in the larger investigative and narrative project of the play.  

Hamlet’s description of his forgery and substitution, another moment of “performed 

remembering,” in Wilder’s term, calls attention to its own lack of performance. In pushing the 

action offstage, Hamlet’s narrative emphasizes how little action has actually happened onstage 

between the death of Polonius and Ophelia’s funeral, as well as how very much talking there has 

been in the meantime. This narrative of effective past action rather than potential future action 

marks a shift from Hamlet as object of his own narrative justification to Hamlet as manipulator and 

controller of representational modes that justify and motivate action. Now that he can tell he can 

also show.  

                                                 

45 Booth, 41 
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Hamlet’s earlier misreading of Claudius’s thoughts and intentions in the prayer scene (3.3) 

served to close off possibilities of action and to negate previous justifications. Reading Claudius 

wrong strips Hamlet of both his ability and this opportunity for immediate, effective action and 

forces him back into his pattern of prospective narrative. His encounter with the pirates and what he 

later tells of it provides a frame that justifies his past actions and makes possible his new future and 

his re-entry to the sequential, historical mode. Once Hamlet can self-narrate properly, history re-

starts, action moves back onto the stage, and the sequence of events that leads to Hamlet’s revenge 

gains traction.  

The careful plotting in which Hamlet must engage to escape the execution order carried by 

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, as well as to negotiate his release by the pirates, requires not only 

active engagement with information but an ability to predict events in a particular order. Hamlet 

easily adjusts to his new aptitude for this kind of plotting and action. “Now, the next day / Was our 

sea-fight,” he finishes his tale to Horatio, “and what to this was sequent / Thou knowest already” 

(5.2.54-55, emphasis mine). The mourning son for whom time after his father’s death was a muddle 

of synchronic sensation is now master of sequential action and the narrative that recounts it.  

Hamlet’s new attention to order and sequence becomes apparent well before his direct 

articulation of it. Upon his reappearance onstage in Act 5, he announces, “We must speak by the 

card or equivocation will undo us. By the Lord, Horatio, this three years I have took note of it” 

(5.1.129-31). The difference between “three” years in the Folio and Q2 and “seauen” years in Q1 is 

a textual echo of Hamlet’s own time confusion earlier in the play, but the card that directs Hamlet’s 

speech points in a more orderly direction. William Bourne’s 1574 nautical manual, A regiment for the 

sea, explains not only how to make sea-cards, but why a systematic method of construction is 

essential: 
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… for there is nothing more needefull and necessary for a Seaman, than this: to 

knowe the lande when he séeth it, and there is no way better to make him remember 

it, than to haue notes howe the lande dothe rise vpon euery side: and what greater 

inconuenience may there growe by any meanes, than there may by mistaking of a 

place? for it were twentie times better to be throughly persuaded that he knoweth it 

not, than to thinke he doth knowe it not being that place. For whereas he doth 

thinke to preuent the dangers, he may willingly runne vpon the dangers not known 

of him.46  

The sea-card or sea-chart is another kind of memory device, a narrative encoded as a visual 

progression through a land- or sea-scape. Much like the houses of memory prescribed by memory 

manuals, the sea-card prompts recollection through physical relationships that rely on orderly, 

sequential progression. Mistaken certainty—“to thinke he doth knowe it not being that place”—is 

exponentially worse than not recognizing known places and objects, as it inclines one to prepare for 

particular, anticipated dangers rather than to be alert to any and all unknown threats.  

“Speaking by the card,” then is not a constraint, but a method for navigating and mapping 

the unknown, a way for Hamlet’s prior detective work to pay off in certainty and action. If “The vse 

of the Sea cardes is most necessary for Nauigation for long voyages: fyrste for that it sheweth you 

howe one place beareth from another,” it is because  

to directe youre course through the Sea by the carde to any place assigned, you must 

first looke by what poynte of the compasse it beareth from you, from the place you 

meane to sette off from the lande, vnto the place you would fyrst fall with. Which 

you shall know thus: seeke alyne from the next compasse vnto the place you meane 

                                                 

46 William Bourne, A regiment for the sea (London: Thomas Hacket, 1574), Chapter 19. 
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to depart from, then open your compasses vnto one of those lynes by your 

iudgement that falleth neare vnto your place assigned.47  

To go there, you must first know where here is. Travel is from known to known, with the sea-card 

serving as the memorial account of the relationship between those knowns. In this way, the 

unknown is eventually circumscribed by the known and integrated into a sequential and logical 

account of self and place. 

Bourne’s sea-cards are based on the nautical concept of dead reckoning, which, as a method 

for charting a vessel's position without reference to astronomical observation, charts progress based 

on a known, previously fixed point in the past course. The dead reckoning used by Hamlet relies on 

the fixed points he knows of his father’s life and death, and requires reference to external systems of 

measurement to accurately identify the living son's present emotional and intellectual position. In 

order for Hamlet to dead reckon where he's been, where he is presently, and where his present 

course will lead he must, in both a practical and a metaphorical sense, rely on the logical sequence of 

motion in a three-dimensional world. Any movement away from one object is a movement toward 

at least one other object. Hamlet's questioning and investigation are not evidence of his existential 

uncertainty, but necessary starting points for his method of locating himself and producing his story. 

Once he identifies his current location, his narrative can follow a logical, sequential path.  

This return to sequential accounts also manages time within the play, closing the gap 

produced by Hamlet’s absence from his own central plot and propelling us toward an ending that 

conforms to the revenge genre. “If it be, ’tis not to come. If it be not to come, it will be now. If it be 

not now, yet it will come. The readiness is all, since no man of aught he leaves knows what is’t to 

leave betimes. Let be” (5.2.198-202). The echoes of Laertes’s earlier “Let come what comes” are 

                                                 

47 Bourne, Chapter 19. 
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clear, as Hamlet accepts the linear motion of the revenger; time must be attended to, and the 

restrictions of time must be accepted. “Readiness” is only possible in a linear, temporal 

environment, as is the concept of “betimes.” “Let be” provides definite answer to Hamlet’s most 

famous question; he rejects the infinitive “to be or not to be” construction in favor of this 

simultaneously passive and responsive construction of being.  

The biblical allusion that begins this passage—“There is special providence in the fall of a 

sparrow”—and its endorsement of, as the Arden editors phrase it, “belief in God’s direct 

intervention in worldly affairs” (note to 5.2.197-8) seem in direct conflict with the revenge that 

Hamlet launches himself into. Indeed, this paradoxical deployment leads to a wide array of 

interpretations of it: “Almost the only consistency in the critics themselves,” notes Phoebe Spinrad 

in her overview of critical work on the scriptural allusion, “is to see Hamlet’s actions at the end of 

the play as acts of revenge, whether for good or ill, and also to see his mind as either remaining static 

throughout the play or following a linear progression toward some conclusion.”48 Spinrad suggests 

reading the motion of Hamlet’s mind as “helical rather than linear or cyclical,”49 which is a useful 

psychological approach to the temporal synchrony/sequence structure that sidesteps the problem of 

divine action in relation to revenge. Hamlet is not submitting himself to a justice distributed by 

divine authority. Rather he is returning to the oath that began his revenge project and his 

commitment to remembering. 

Once Hamlet is capable of producing both history and narrative again, he must relinquish 

that commitment in order to complete the story. Thus his dying directive to Horatio: “Report me 

and my cause aright / To the unsatisfied” (5.2.323-2). Yet “report” is too narrow a genre, as Hamlet 

                                                 

48 Phoebe Spinrad, “The Fall of the Sparrow and the Map of Hamlet's Mind,” Modern 
Philology 102:4 (2005), 453-54. 

49 Spinrad, 454 
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now understands that the telling is part of the project of knowing. He mourns that “Things standing 

thus unknown, shall I leave behind me,” but must accept that ignorance does not undo a truthful 

narrative. “If thou didst ever hold me in thy heart,” he implores Horatio, “Absent thee from felicity 

awhile, / And in this harsh world draw thy breath in pain / To tell my story” (331-33). Reporting 

demands nothing of the reporter, being a technical reproduction of events, but the telling of the 

story is a strenuous action, requiring personal engagement with the experience of knowing and 

remembering.  

Luckily, Horatio, good student that he is, is up to the task. “All this I can / Truly deliver” 

(5.2.368-69), he assures Fortinbras, promising to explain not only the carnage onstage but the 

sequential history that led to it. What the play has “truly delivered” at this point is an investigation of 

the shifts in knowledge and perception necessary in pursuit of a revenge plot, and how narrative 

organizes those shifts to keep the revenger in the temporal frame. Hamlet’s disengagement from 

temporality, caused by grief, madness, and pirate adventures, is ultimately overcome by the forward 

thrust of both revenge and history. History and revenge each seek to situate the individual in the 

historical moment and the memorial record, to produce both knowledge and the narrative of that 

knowledge. It is only when their strategies are integrated, when the synchronic is organized by the 

sequential, that the play can approach this goal.  

Hamlet exceeds Aristotle’s prescription for tragedy in every way, but most particularly in its 

magnitude. The plot of the play is difficult to hold in its entirety in one’s head; some seemingly 

inconsequential bit always falls out. The pleasure of Hamlet is not the basic plot but the ways that 

plot complicates itself. The variety of narrative approaches expands the possibilities of knowledge, 

but it also undermines the stability of knowledge. Hamlet interrogates the generic norms of the plays 

that precede it to discover the internal mechanisms of revenge and history that produce stories that 

look like this. Hamlet claims the magnitude of the knowing and telling self, and presents a 
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representation of experience that is so like reality that it can be mistaken for the sameness of truth. 

The play’s arrival at the end of a popular fad of both revenge tragedies and history plays suggests 

that the fad must end not because these topics become tiresome but because the genres have built a 

structure for properly telling their objective truths about experience and narrative. 

 


